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ABSTRACT
As literature reveals both the connections of all the

humanities and the continuity of Canadian life, it can provide the
Canadian child with a means of fitting his private experiences into a
broader context. These facts pose a challenge in creating a
continuity between new high school introductory courses in Canadian
literature and more advanced courses on the college level. In the
university, new areas need to be developed (mixing Canadian,
American, British, and translated foreign materials, or emphasizing
the local and peculiar within Canada), while older areas need to be
re-developed (courses on Shakespeare, Dickens, nineteenth century
poets, Hardy). Literature courses would reflect Canada's strong
senses of continuity with its past--the old country, its mores, arts,
and social patterns--and of dignity, order, and cohesion. (JM)
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My title is ambiguoust i could talk about continuity httlIta

the kind of Canadian studies we do in college classes, and thoSe

you do in High School. Or could discuss continuity Itilthia

Canadian studies: continuity as a central principle whict

might well emphasize whenever we work with Canadian materials.

Continuity with the past al we should accentuate;

also a sense of the connections, the geographical and histcPioal

continii.in of European and American and Canadian literaturesi Ike

should stress the continuity within Canada, the old East .4e

totality, and the connectedness of each local scene with t

region, and with the whole country.

Now that Canadian studies are becoming stylish at all

levels of education, we educators should use them to build links,

not to atomize and separate. Literature has always been a

connector, a prism oi all the humanities. Literature catches

the philosophy of the time, the psycholoAy of the author, the

social stances of the populace. Literature also reveals the

subtle connection of all those things. Canadian literature

therefore reveals the continuity, the connectedness of Canadian

life. It can serve as a way for the Canadian child, to fit his

private experience into a bigger context. This is the philo

sophical heart of my comments on Canadian studies. i will return

to this theme, after cont,iderinb the more immediate and practical

problem: how to manage continuity between student work at high

school and at University.
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Canadian studies are new Jor most of teachers. Very

few people now teaching Env,lish took courses in Canadian lit

ature when they were themselves students. There were, alwaY$

LIOMO excellent courses in Canadian, but these were not con

sidered pavt. of the core of the old English Honours prograt4-

Some of us chose: those Canadian ci,urses as electives; more 76f

us had no such choice. in many Colleges "Can kit" consist 4: of

a mini-review tucked in at the tail of a course on American

liLerature--and Mrs. Moodie got very short shrilt in a course

that dealt with Emerson, Thoreau, Whitman, MeA.ville et all

Very few of us used these courses, anyway, when we began to teach

because the curriculum in High Schools emphast%ed other ellOioe$

in literature. Canadian didn't count tor Colleges of Education,

You moved into your first job with one eye on your old Shakespeare

notes and the other eye on Lhe classroom...but you had to film

your notes on Morley Callaghan and Earle Birney.

Now- -arid 1 think "now" means post-1967--the canon of

English writing considered appropriate tor :study has changed. In

Ontario, the change can be dated also as coming at the time the

Grade 13 "external exams" cLa,;ed to monitor the curriculum and the

emphases in literary studies in the high schools. Suddenly

teachers could choose their readings more freely, and this power

of choice coincided with a surge of Canadian nationalism. "Read

Canadian! Buy Canadian! Teach. Canadian!" The High school

teachers faced a new set ol books, thanks to these cries.

This is the source of my own book, f';141,vpy:__Afihort
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Lx students, who had perh4ps

done Victorian courses with me, were at,king for my reading listO

from my Canadian course,;, because they were being asked to work

up Canadian content in their COUMe8. 1 sent out these hand°

outs, plus emments on how I was doing the course, plus ur0

to try this or that: author. Then I was asked by my publiSh'

Methuen, to prepare a short set of notes along these lines for

all teachers and for the general reader moving into this field

and wanting a brief guide. Well- -the idea grew, as publisherS

ideas tend to, and I wound up writing a biggish book. I hOoe

Survey will prove useful as a base from which teachers and 014 .t

can work, either as a text or as a resource book. That will

obviously provide a nice continuity between college and high

school, as far as I am concerned: but next tall 1 myself Will

face a new problem: Once the students have Survex, what Will I

do in my own classes?

Seriously, University teachers of Canadian literature

will face just this question, very soon. We have been doing

"introductory" courses. Now we must develop more advanced courses

that will appropriately lead on froh. the High Schools' new intrei.

ductory CanLit offerings. We face a related problem: what will

happen in our classic courses, our courses on Shakespeare and

the nineteenth century poets, on Dickens and Hardy and so on,

if High School students come to us wihout any preliminary

exposure to these writers? Thus there is a double problem for

us: developing new areas, and re- developing older ones. And
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then, for us as for you, there is the always-present probleM

of the mixed public: for you, the classroom with its mixture

of university-directed and other students: people who need pr.

college training, and others who need to find in literary

studies some quite other values, some non - academic meanins .

our case, we must try in our coursesCan Lit or other--to trIk

Honours students for graduate work, to help future teachers

develop a general sense of literature an enlarging and relemit

discipline, and to provide stimulus, refl. -hment, and ae:tthetic

pleasure to the general fitudent.

We must experiment and change and develop; and the Shitit

in Canadian studies' popularity may well exert a useful pressurp

on us to reassess our offerings. What can we at the colleges

to exploit the growing interest in Canadian studies in the students

you arc now sending us?

What can you do that will be a good base for University

work, but will dif fer appropriately from it? I would suggest

two opposite possibilities: expand your range, or contract it

radically.

You could expand by mixing Canadian, American and British

materials, and adding some ol the great European works in trans-

lation. In the University, courser; still seem locked into a

division between "British" and "American" literatures. In High

School, there can be an exciting mix--by period, or by there,

with Canadian work hpot-lightod against an international back-

ground. Thus the new nationalism could lead paradoxically to
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an international Vlavour.

Alternatively, you could emphasize the local and peculiat,

in your courses. For inc,tan(.0, in Guelph one Secondary School

teacher in helping his students "go GuelphP, dr.eveloping a 10041

list oF authors from our area, from old Alexander McLachlan in

the 1850's to Tim tnkster who is isnuing his "Mrs. Grundy POeMs4

from his Porc4ic Press at Erin today. They are reading John

Galt's novols, Pauline Johnston's rare Elora poems, Gordon

Greene's essays on Arthur. Building on this kind of course, we

plan at the University to move into courses which emphasize the

abstract questions of regionalism and local colour in literaturee

As an alternative we plan to focus on time rather than place as

an organizing principle in our Canadian course.

In general, as Canadian courses grow strong in the high

schools--and obviously I hope and believe they will--then the

University courses must shill.. Thu main point_ is that we each

should know what the other is doing. High School teachers need

to keep an eye on our publications, seminars, briefs; University

teachers should observe curriculum changes, teaching practices,

and the definitions of objectives emerging in the high schools.

May I offer an anecdote? When Irving Layton was poet-in

residence at the University of Ou(,1ph, I was greatly stimulated

by his workshops and his readings, and carried his controversial

ideas into my classes on Canadian poetry. One of my students

that t rm was a teacher, who was dashing IPOM the neighbourhood

school during her spare periods. She would 1 inten to me on
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Layton, puff back to class, and pass a long, the latest di s

cussion. Une of my daughters way 1 In her classand at dinner

our family would hear the latest word on Layton, as the high

school class had hammered it out! What a uniquely Canadian

story! The artist and the community linked; the High Schizo;

and the University Linked; the student and the artist linked.

And with that anecdote I return to my first thesis, that

linkage is a Canadian -- maybe the Canadian. phenornen.

In Canada, continuity is a principle and a fact. We

cherish our sense of a past. Our often-mocked garrisons main4

tained links with the old country, its mores and arts and social

patterns. The idea of loyalty to an "old country" is not far

in our past. The Canadian immigrant rarely came with a sense of

bceaking old ties, starting a completely new life. Our hero is

no Adam, washed clean of his past. The Canadian artist keeps

his connection with other art-worlds-10r one thing he must

still look abroad for markets. tic keeps up also his reading in

British, American dnd European literature.

Our sense of links with nature liar; perhaps kept a

romanticism dominant in our art, our painting and our poetry.

Faced with a strong -toned environment, our Impulp seems to have

been not to escape but to retain, to build and to improve. We

have riot been so much victims, as gardeners in nature, culti-

vating our environment.

We have cultivated also our relations with our neigh-

bours, rather than alienating or isolating ourselves.
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Our idealthe Ideal wo :.t often expressed in our

literatureseems to me to be peace, adjustment, growth (not,

in spite of our talentud young critic, survival) . We Caned: an$

in our literature have recorded a defd.re for order, for dignity,

for cohesion; in other words, lor the enhancement of nature's

gifts. Surely that Canadian dream of continuity in nature, in

society, and in self is a dosirr which teachers can respect and

encourage.

ft


